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Research Method
Findings in this report rely primarily on interviews and surveys conducted with members of the
Louisiana oyster industry. Datu researchers completed extensive phone and on-site interviews
with dozens of oyster industry leaders, as well as several interviewees from the public sector and
academia. In many cases, Datu researchers conducted multiple follow-up interviews with the
same individual, resulting in hundreds of targeted discussions.
The table below lists the industry interviewees’ primary industry segment, additional industry
segments, and date of initial contact.
In addition, this report includes the views expressed by industry association members via two
Datu surveys. One was distributed to members of the Louisiana Restaurant Association (LRA);
the other, to members of the East Coast Shellfish Growers Association (ECSGA). The Director
of Communications for each association distributed each online survey via email. The LRA
survey was available for two weeks, April 29-May 13, and received a total of 33 respondents.
The ECSGA survey was available for two weeks, June 4-18, and received a total of 37
respondents. The full list of questions for each of these Datu surveys is found in the Appendix.
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Executive Summary
The Louisiana oyster industry is uniquely valuable and uniquely vulnerable. Louisiana is the
largest U.S. supplier of oysters, on average producing 47 percent of U.S. landings during the last
20 years (NMFS 2014) and $35 million annually in dockside sales (Alexander-Bloch and
Pritykin 2013). The cultivation and consumption of oysters has been an integral part of
Louisiana’s culture since the 1800s, with many of today’s oystermen following a tradition dating
back several generations. For most of its long history, a reliably abundant supply of oysters
allowed the industry to profit by using long-established production methods. However, recent
events suggest that the industry no longer has this cushion of abundance.
The industry has always operated in a precarious state, vulnerable to several man-made and
natural threats to the Gulf of Mexico, including oil spills, hurricanes, water pollution and disease.
Oystermen accustomed to the steep production peaks and valleys of this 150-year-old industry
say that the effects of back-to-back disasters—Hurricanes Katrina and Rita and the 2010
Deepwater Horizon oil spill—are unprecedented. Since the BP spill, harvesters and processors
say oyster productivity on the public grounds has not rebounded as it has in the past after other
natural disasters. A rebound in oyster landings in 2011 and 2012 gives the impression that the
industry is swiftly recovering. However, nearly 97 percent of 2012 landings came from private
leases—the highest share on record—suggesting that the public grounds, on which the industry
so strongly depends, have not recovered. Fifth-generation oystermen say they have never seen
productivity as unpredictable as it is today, and industry leaders across the oyster supply chain,
including processors, purveyors and chefs, are more concerned than ever about the future of the
industry.
Much-needed coastal restoration efforts, while necessary to slow and eventually reverse the
state’s critical rate of land loss, are a further cause of concern for the oyster industry. The 2012
Louisiana Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast projects significant land loss unless
comprehensive protection and restoration measures are undertaken to prevent the land from
disappearing in many coastal communities where oystermen now live. At the same time, many
leaders in the oyster community have grave concerns about potential adverse impacts. Of chief
concern are proposed sediment diversions—projects that reintroduce the Mississippi River’s
land-building sediment to delta wetlands. Such diversions cause changes in salinity and inflows
of sediment that can harm oysters or alter harvest locations (Soniat et al. 2013). The precise
impacts of the proposed sediment diversions are not yet known, due to multiple design and
operation variables such as location, flow volume, duration of operation, and time of year.
Recent research indicates that river diversions can be “pulsed,” or operated at brief intervals
timed to maximize sediment while allowing salinity to recover. An independent team of
scientists through The Water Institute of the Gulf is studying the range of issues around sediment
diversions, with input from the industry and other stakeholders.
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Industry players interviewed for this study are still reeling from the effects of Hurricane Katrina
and the BP oil spill. Data on oyster production since the spill is still inconclusive, but most
harvesters and processors say the situation is unlike any they have ever seen. Many oystermen
are coming to terms with the idea that they are working with an increasingly vulnerable resource.
If they are right, then the industry cannot thrive with the same practices that have worked in the
past. Instead, it must seek new ways to grow more resilient to challenges it cannot control and be
more competitive in the face of a new market reality that includes not just emerging rival
producers in other states, but persistent myths about the quality of Gulf oysters.
This report provides an in-depth economic analysis of the Louisiana oyster industry value chain
and examines market trends in oyster consumption at the regional and national level. The
challenges and opportunities identified were informed by interviewees’ own observations and
ideas for how the industry can become more competitive in the face of a new market reality, and
grow more resilient to challenges it cannot control.
Six opportunities for change in the Louisiana oyster industry:
1. Replace the volume-based measurement system with a weight-based system to improve
accuracy. Currently, the system used to measure oysters is based on volume, measured on
boats with state-approved barrels, which allows substantial room for error. Because oysters in
their shells are a non-uniformly shaped object that inevitably leaves empty space in the
“barrel,” the current volume measure is imprecise. Instead, many processors want a system
requiring scales on boats and at the dock, so both the oystermen and dealers can verify
accurate weight. Although some dealers may oppose a weight-based system, individuals in
other industry segments, including several interviewed for this study, would find it an
improvement. The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF) and/or the
Department of Agriculture could enforce new weight rules via “spot” inspections at docks,
dealer facilities or in retail facilities.
2. Convert from paper “trip tickets” to an electronic tracking system to save time and reduce
uncertainty about the origin and safety of oysters. The current trip ticket system collects and
reports oyster harvest data, such as harvest location, duration of trip, and quantity and price
paid. Collecting all this information on paper is cumbersome and time consuming. Because it
is based on a self-reported, hand-written system, the system is also vulnerable to inaccuracies,
which undermines the ability to monitor dockside sales, oyster stocks, and more critically,
potential safety risks resulting from disease (LDWF 2010). An electronic tracking system
would improve the integrity of the industry and save considerable time and resources spent on
writing, collecting and cataloging the paper tickets. The Gulf States Marine Fisheries
Commission conducted a pilot study of a digital traceability system (Miller, Heggelund, and
McDermott 2014), which had strong and early support from many oystermen, such as the late
Mike Voisin, a widely respected industry leader and champion of Louisiana oysters. The
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study concluded that while potential barriers existed, including limited Wi-Fi connectivity, a
digital system was indeed achievable.
3. Supplement seed-bedding with remote setting to give oystermen an alternative to making
costly trips to public seed grounds. The long-established system of sourcing oyster seed from
public grounds for grow-out on private leases has become increasingly inefficient. For many
leaseholders located far from the most productive areas of the public grounds, the high cost of
fuel and diminishing stocks of available seed oysters make seed-bedding no longer profitable.
Oystermen interviewed for this study said their annual trip to gather seed from the public
grounds can take several days and cost thousands of dollars in fuel costs. Remote setting, a
method that combines aquaculture with traditional oyster culture, allows oystermen to put
juvenile oysters (spat) directly onto cultch and transport them to leases where they can grow
to market size. Widespread adoption of remote setting in Louisiana would require technical
assistance and a successful proof of concept in the Gulf context. But oystermen could benefit
considerably by having an alternative to making costly trips to public seed grounds. In a
sample scenario of 1,000 sacks of seed oysters, an oysterman whose lease is 10-25 miles from
the public grounds would require two trips to the public grounds to earn the same profit as one
remote setting trip.
4. Manage the resource more actively to reduce overfishing on public oyster grounds. When
the state opens the public grounds each year, it provides the industry an unlimited quantity of
oysters—funded by tax dollars—which can encourage overfishing. Since cultivating oysters
on private leases requires significant time and money, oystermen prefer to harvest free oysters
from the grounds and preserve their lease oysters for later, when public oysters are no longer
available. In addition, when harvesting from their private leases, many oystermen
intentionally leave a portion of oysters untouched to reproduce and ensure future productivity.
They have no similar incentive to ensure future production on the public grounds. Fisheries
managers are increasingly looking beyond effort-based restrictions for solutions that will
ensure a sustainable population. Some ideas for industry to consider are science-based harvest
limits, new management plans with catch share program elements, increased use of hatchery
larvae and seed on public grounds, closing more areas to harvest, a shell recycling program to
improve cultch shellstock, more monitoring or enforcement, and restoration projects with
industry participation. Attempts to manage any fishery typically face opposition from various
industry stakeholders. Yet a joint effort between the public and private sector to more actively
manage the resource would foster long-term improvement of oyster stocks, creating a larger
critical mass of oysters to reproduce—perhaps the single most effective defense against
localized external threats such as oil spills or pathogens.
5. Support research into cost-effective safety measures and campaigns to help the industry
more effectively address safety. The oyster industry faces a difficult set of issues connected to
a bacterium genus referred to as Vibrio, which is found naturally in warm, brackish waters
such as the Gulf (CDC 2013). Since 2000, V. vulnificus-tainted oysters have been associated
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with an average of 32 cases of illness per year, with nearly half of these cases resulting in
death (GAO 2011). Fatalities typically are associated with immune-compromised populations,
notably the elderly and those with liver disease (CDC 2013a). V. vulnificus presents the
Louisiana oyster industry with a double challenge: first, to ensure that oysters that reach
consumers are free of the illness-causing bacterium but are still flavorful and affordable; and
second, to ensure that consumers have an accurate understanding of the specific safety risks of
Vibrio so they do not needlessly avoid oysters altogether.
Industry practices in place for decades have succeeded in ensuring a largely safe oyster
supply, and much of the industry opposes making further protocols mandatory, stressing that
additional safety measures compromise oyster flavor and texture, are disproportionately costly
to implement, or are simply not necessary for most oysters. The GAO and others have
observed the need to evaluate and possibly improve some of the industry protocols. An
additional focus may be to develop cost-effective methods to detect the presence of the
illness-causing Vibrio bacterium, thus eliminating the need to treat oysters that are not
affected. New research-based education campaigns could be designed in a highly transparent
manner that avoids unduly alarming the non-vulnerable population. Funding will be needed to
support scientific research on eliminating and detecting Vibrio. Regarding public awareness
campaigns, some oystermen fear that increased messaging about Vibrio does more harm to
public perception than good. Past experience appears to indicate, however, that a pro-active
approach to messaging is important to protecting both public health and the long-term health
of the industry.
6. Create new markets by developing and branding Louisiana specialty oysters. Out-of-state
consumers often perceive the quality of Gulf oysters as inferior to oysters from other regions.
In most cases, these are misconceptions, rooted in the industry’s large production volume,
which has commoditized Gulf oysters and established a significantly lower market price.
However, since the BP oil spill significantly reduced the quantity of available oysters, quality
has declined, as harvesters sell second- and third-rate product that, in normal times, would
rarely make it to market. (Blank 2014). Meanwhile, competition from other states, such as
Virginia, Maryland and Washington is increasing as their productivity of quality oysters
grows at a record pace (Dietrich 2014a).
One way the Louisiana industry can overcome these challenges is by establishing and
marketing different tiers of specialty oysters. Many consumers prefer specialty oysters
because they are saltier, firmer and smaller. Much like wine, they acquire their taste from the
environment, or the unique “appellation” in which they are produced. Some consumers are
willing to pay up to a 300 percent premium over non-branded oysters. To charge that
premium, chefs demand consistency, with clean shells (no barnacles, silt or algae), a uniform
shape and size and a “deep cup,” so the oyster presents well on a plate. One way for oyster
growers to meet these standards is through sorting, or simply setting aside, cleaning and
packaging the high-quality oysters from a regular harvest, typically from a firm’s best leases.
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Another way is off-bottom aquaculture, an alternative in which hatchery-raised single oysters
are grown not in traditional oyster reefs, but rather in suspended bags or cages. We surveyed
members of the Louisiana Restaurant Association and found that 75 percent of restaurants
from our sample would sell high-quality specialty Louisiana oysters from specific
appellations, such as Caminada Bay. Interviews with distributors and restaurateurs outside of
Louisiana suggest initial demand would not be as strong in other states, but it could increase
with time and effective marketing.
Five recommendations for how the state of Louisiana could help its oyster industry:
1. Provide technical assistance for alternative oyster culture. Nearly every industry leader
interviewed for this study expressed an interest in alternative oyster culture (AOC), such as
remote setting and off-bottom aquaculture. Before adopting these techniques, oystermen say
they need a better technical understanding. The states of Maryland, Virginia and Washington
State have successfully developed support and training networks for oystermen, including
best practices manuals, aquaculture resource guides, supplier contact lists and business
development strategies. Results from our survey of the East Coast Shellfish Growers
Association (ECSGA) found this support to be very important, with nearly half (48 percent)
of oyster farmers citing technical training and assistance on topics such as cage selection, as
essential to their success.
2. Establish additional marine enterprise zones. The ideal setting for technical trainings is a
marine enterprise zone (MEZ). MEZs are coastal areas designated by the state for incubation
of innovative aquaculture ventures. These require coastal and near-shore property, which is in
limited quantity and expensive to lease. By offering free or reduced fees for acreage that is
already permitted for aquaculture activity, the state reduces some of the risk for early
adopters. Because they provide a central on-site location for oystermen to gather, MEZs make
an ideal place to convene trainings. MEZs also convene early adopters, cultivating
communities of the most innovative industry leaders who can exchange ideas and support one
another. According to our ECSGA survey, this community support was the most essential to
members’ success. A potential obstacle to successful implementation of MEZs is securing
waterfront and near-shore property. One possible model for development is the first MEZ in
Louisiana, underway in Grand Isle. An important objective is to build the arrangement from
the bottom up, incorporating input from all relevant stakeholders, such as residents,
fishermen, coastal tourism entities and the oil and gas industry.
3. Help the industry adopt remote setting. Cultch plants on the public grounds are expensive,
unreliable, and foster long-term industry dependence on public assistance. As mentioned,
seed-bedding from the public grounds is becoming increasingly unreliable and inefficient. To
supplement the provision of cultch plants, which encourages seed-bedding only, the state
could foster the development of private sector-led remote setting operations. This would
empower business owners, eventually allowing them to take oyster production into their own
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hands and reduce their reliance on the public grounds. Funding constraints present a potential
obstacle, although diverting some funds from expensive and less-reliable cultch plants may be
worth considering. Virginia offers an example of tremendous success helping oystermen with
remote setting. Assistance with the costs of equipment, materials, pilot projects and training
has contributed to an increase in the state’s oyster harvest from 20,000 bushels in 2002 to
504,000 bushels in 2014 (Dietrich 2014a; Soniat 2014).
4. Improve permitting for alternative oyster cultivation. In 2012, Louisiana Governor Bobby
Jindal signed into law Act 293, authorizing LDWF to provide AOC permits (Alexander-Bloch
2012). In 2013, the door for AOC opened in Louisiana, when LDWF made available the first
permits. However, the process to date has been overly cumbersome. One early adopter
interviewed for this study had not received approval after waiting 18 months, 10 of which
were dedicated to public review. For comparison, the average time to approve a shallow-water
oil drilling permit is just over three months (GNO, Inc. 2012). This burdensome process
inhibits entrepreneurship and the Louisiana oyster industry’s ability to progress. Ease of
permitting is critically important to oystermen. Respondents from our ECSGA survey cite
“ease of lease and permits acquisition process” as the second most-essential factor to the
success of their business, behind community support. When asked the biggest challenge to
their business, 62 percent of respondents cited state regulations, compared to just 45 percent
for FDA regulations.
5. Support the development of crop insurance for oysters. The state of crop insurance for
oyster cultivation is in disarray, and in some cases, nonexistent. Efforts to improve crop
insurance options for oystermen would improve the stability and resilience of the industry. In
response to Hurricane Katrina, the USDA Risk Management Agency approved in 2009 a new
insurance policy for Louisiana oystermen called the Group Risk Plan (GRP). With over 55
percent of oyster production covered, GRP was initially a great success. But due to a series of
complications following the BP oil spill, the GRP was decommissioned for three years. The
plan is available again, but because most oystermen could not pay their 2010-2011
premiums—which were required in full, despite the fact that most harvest areas had been
closed just two weeks after the insurance season started—few are eligible for the plan.
Reinstating ineligible farmers will most likely require a congressional waiver. If a waiver
were granted, negative industry perceptions of how the GRP plan forced payment, despite the
spill’s effects, would likely prevent some oystermen from returning to the policy.
Currently no insurance program exists for AOC in Louisiana. Creating an AOC-specific
insurance program would involve substantial work to provide the RMA with data to show that
such an insurance product would be actuarially sound. In the meantime, existing national
programs may provide some level of coverage. The Farm Service Agency-backed Noninsured
Crop Disaster Assistance Program (NAP) applies to oyster farmers, although it only offers
assistance for catastrophic losses. Oystermen on the Atlantic Coast use the RMA-backed
AGR and AGR-Lite products, which offer payout based on past revenues (Parker 2008).
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AGR and AGR-Lite will soon be replaced by the Whole Farm Revenue Protection (WFRP)
product, which may be offered nationwide in coming years (FCIC 2014). The state could
assist the oyster industry in adopting AOC by working to bring the WFRP plan to Louisiana
and promoting its availability to interested oystermen.
To protect Louisiana’s unique oyster cultural heritage for future generations, a combination of
tools will be needed to increase the industry’s competitiveness and resilience. Some of the
opportunities offered in this report can be initiated by the oyster industry itself, while others may
require regulatory changes. The natural and man-made threats to oysters will be a continuing
challenge, but lessons learned from other oyster-producing states and from members of the
oyster industry themselves offer considerable promise. By engaging in a constructive dialogue
about threats and opportunities, the industry, state and other stakeholders have an historic
opportunity to take steps now to help ensure a more productive and profitable future for
Louisiana oysters.
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Introduction
The Mississippi River Delta of Louisiana hosts an oyster habitat unlike any other in the United
States. Fresh water from the Mississippi River, when introduced to the Gulf’s salt water, creates
millions of acres of brackish water in which oyster production thrives. Louisiana is the largest
U.S. supplier of oysters, on average producing 47 percent of U.S. landings over the last 20 years
(NMFS 2014) and $35 million annually in dockside sales (Alexander-Bloch and Pritykin 2013).
Perhaps most important, the cultivation and consumption of oysters have been an integral part of
Louisiana’s culture since the 1800s, with many of today’s oystermen following a tradition dating
back several generations. Whether oysters are served on the half shell, Rockefeller, Bienville or
charbroiled, they are a tradition woven into the cultural fabric of the state. Proud Louisianans
feel that a seafood restaurant cannot call itself such if it does not carry oysters.
After more than 150 years, this long-established industry is at risk. In particular, since the 2010
BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill, the quantity and quality of Louisiana oysters have been in
serious decline. Though long accustomed to regular peaks and valleys in oyster productivity,
fifth-generation oystermen say they have never seen productivity as unpredictable as it is today,
and industry leaders across the oyster supply chain, including processors, purveyors and chefs,
are more concerned than ever about the future of the industry.
Although the scale of the BP oil spill was unprecedented, the industry has always operated in a
precarious state, the result of several man-made and natural threats (see Table 1). Oil and gas
exploration and production operations and accidents have more than occasionally threatened
oyster populations. For example, from 2005 to 2010 alone, two dozen major incidents spilled
millions of gallons of oil into oyster reef habitats (Oceana 2011). Fertilizer from industrial
agriculture in the Midwest poses another threat, as runoff flows down and out of the Mississippi
River, which some research suggests could be harmful to oyster health (Wilson 2014). Coastal
development and navigation channels cause erosion and create sediment loads that bury oyster
reefs.
Much-needed coastal restoration efforts, while necessary to slow and eventually reverse the
state’s critical rate of land loss, are a further cause of concern to the oyster industry. Louisiana’s
coastal master plan projects significant land loss unless comprehensive protection and restoration
measures are undertaken to prevent the land from disappearing in many coastal communities
where oystermen now live. At the same time, many leaders in the oyster community have grave
concerns about potential adverse impacts. Of chief concern are proposed sediment diversions—
projects that reintroduce the Mississippi River’s land-building sediment to delta wetlands. Such
diversions cause changes in salinity and inflows of sediment that can harm oysters or alter
harvest locations (Soniat et al. 2013). The precise impacts of the proposed sediment diversions
are not yet known, due to multiple design and operation variables such as location, flow volume,
duration of operation, and time of year. Recent research indicates that river diversions can be
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“pulsed,” or operated at brief intervals timed to maximize sediment while allowing salinity to
recover. An independent team of scientists through The Water Institute of the Gulf is studying
the range of issues around sediment diversions, with input from the oyster industry and other
stakeholders.
In addition to man-made challenges, the industry also faces severe natural threats, including
hurricanes, predation and disease. Heavy rains from hurricanes introduce a sudden influx of fresh
water, called a freshset, to the Gulf, which quickly reduces salinity to levels unsustainable for
oyster survival (URI 2013). Freshwater runoff carries high quantities of sediment, which bury
and kill oyster reefs. Heavy waves and winds from hurricanes can break apart and disperse reefs,
making it difficult for the oyster population to reestablish (Berrigan 1988; GSMFC 2012).
Predators and pathogens thrive in warm Gulf waters and pose a substantial challenge, affecting
up to two-thirds of oysters. Predation includes anything that feeds on oysters, such as crabs,
snails and fish. The two most significant pathogens are Dermo and Vibrio. Harmless to humans,
Dermo (Perkinsus marinus1) is a protozoa that can cause massive mortalities in oyster
populations (GSMFC 2012). Vibrio is harmless to oysters but poses a serious threat to humans.
The two most common strains of Vibrio are V. parahaemolyticus and V. vulnificus. Of the two,
V. parahaemolyticus is by far the more common, infecting an average of 4,500 people
nationwide each year (CDC 2013b). This strain causes relatively minor food poisoning effects.
V. vulnificus is far less common, infecting an average of 50 people nationwide each year (CDC
2013a). Despite its relative rarity, V. vulnificus receives disproportionate attention, due to its high
rate of fatality in the immunocompromised. The strain can be fatal for approximately 50 percent
of those infected, especially those with liver disease (CDC 2012).

1

Originally, Dermo was thought to be caused by a fungus named Dermocystidium marinum. Even though it has been
reclassified, the disease is most commonly referred to as Dermo.
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Table 1. Man-made and natural challenges to the Louisiana oyster industry

The impact of man-made and natural threats can be seen in the drastic peaks and valleys in
annual oyster sales. Historic landings data from 1952 to 2012 show annual sales vary
substantially, falling sharply in some years (see Figure 1). Some declines in dockside sales are
supply-driven, such as in 1966, possibly the effect of back-to-back hurricanes in 1964 and 1965
(Roth 2010). Other declines in dockside sales are demand-driven, such as the market scare from
a sustained high incidence of vibrio contamination in the early 1990s (DHH 2012). In the past,
the industry was able to overcome its challenges through the sheer volume of the resource,
bouncing back from a hurricane even stronger than before, such as in 1968-1969. Thus, for
decades, the industry operated as though working with an ever-resilient, renewable resource.
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Figure 1. Louisiana oyster landings, 1952–2012

Source: (NMFS 2014)

Landings data on dockside sales are useful for understanding the short-term performance of the
oyster industry, but they do not fully convey the health of the oyster resource. For that, it is more
indicative to look also at LDWF stock assessments, which estimate the number of market-size
oysters and seed oysters—in other words, the productivity—of oysters on the public grounds.
Annual stock assessments are depicted in Figure 2. In some years, such as the period from 19821985, the quantity of oysters on the public grounds remained low, while dockside landings
increased by nearly two million pounds. For landings to increase during times of low
productivity on the public grounds, the majority of harvests must come from private leases, a
practice oystermen say is not sustainable in the long-term. Private leaseholders depend on the
public grounds for a considerable share of the oyster harvest—30-50%, on average during the
last 20 years—and for seed oysters (LDWF 2013a). Without the support of healthy, productive
public grounds, this long-established arrangement falls out of balance. Harvests from private
leases alone can support the industry for one or two years. However, because it takes three years
for oysters to grow to market size, the industry questions whether it can meet future demand
without a healthy supply of seed oysters to replenish private leases or a substantial supply of
market-size oysters for harvest from the public grounds.
Stock assessment data for the most recent years show how the triple punch of Hurricanes Katrina
and Rita and the BP oil spill sent a severe blow to the resource, shattering the illusion of reliable
abundance (Plaisance 2014). In 2006, after Katrina and Rita, oyster stocks dropped substantially.
If one were to look only at 2006 landings data, however, it would appear that oyster productivity
was increasing.
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Figure 2. Stocks of seed and sack oyster production on the public grounds, 1982-2013

Source: (LDWF 2013a)

Similarly, despite the drop in production after the BP oil spill, landings rebounded substantially.
However, this rebound in landings came almost entirely from private leases (see Figure 3). For
landings to increase after each of these events, oystermen had to increase their share of harvests
from private leases. After Hurricane Katrina, the industry’s reliance on private leases increased
slightly, to 73 percent, but declined again over the next two years. After the public grounds were
damaged in the BP oil spill, reliance on private leases increased even more in 2011 to 81 percent,
and in 2012 to 97 percent, the highest on record since data collection began in 1961 (LDWF
2014a).
Figure 3. Percent of dockside landings from private leases and public grounds, 2004-2012
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It is for this reason that oystermen say the oil spill’s impact is unprecedented. After major natural
events, such as a hurricane, oyster populations typically return within two years. Indeed, after
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, by 2008 stocks of sack oysters more than tripled, from 375,000 to
nearly 1.4 million sacks (LDWF 2014a). Four years have passed since the BP oil spill, and
despite the application of $9 million worth of cultch, oysters have not returned to the public
grounds as hoped. Of the three major post-BP cultch plants, only one is producing, and only
marginally (LDWF 2013a).
The unfortunate reality remains that natural and man-made external challenges occur with
frequency, and they are out of the industry’s hands. Industry players across the value chain are
coming to terms with the idea that they are working with an increasingly vulnerable resource,
and that the industry cannot thrive with the same practices that used to work. Inefficiencies and
missed opportunities are being identified that, if addressed, could help the industry build its
competitiveness and become more resilient to future threats.
This report takes an in-depth look at the Louisiana oyster industry value chain and examines
market trends in oyster consumption at the regional and national level. What follows is a
reflection of industry players’ own observations and ideas for how the industry can grow more
resilient to challenges it cannot control and more competitive in the face of a new market reality.

Louisiana Oyster Industry Challenges and Opportunities
Overview of the value chain
To understand the dynamics of a given industry, it is useful first to map out the value chain. This
provides insights into how the target good is produced and why certain methods are used. Many
factors, including government regulations, production costs and private sector quality standards,
can influence industry practices. Relationships between lead firms and their suppliers help
explain which segments control and influence others, shedding light on how industry practices
are likely to evolve over time.
The Louisiana oyster industry value chain is depicted in Figure 4. Moving from left to right, the
chain begins with support from the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF). For
more than a century, LDWF has managed the waters in which oysters are grown and harvested
and enforced oyster industry regulations, such as licenses and permits (U.S. Dept. of Commerce
1997). Today, LDWF manages 1.7 million acres of public oyster grounds available to the
commercial oyster industry, regulates seasons, monitors oyster growth and harvests and provides
regular maintenance.
A large part of this maintenance involves planting cultch—oyster shell or crushed limestone
substrate to attract oysters—on the public grounds. Since 1994, $33.4 million worth of cultch has
been planted on the public grounds (see Figure 5). The vast majority of these projects are funded
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with federal assistance from Coastal Impact Assistance Project funds or hurricane relief funds.
Of the $33.4 million spent on cultch plants, less than $1.5 million came from state funds (LDWF
2014c).
Figure 4. Louisiana oyster industry value chain

LDWF also manages the distribution of 8,040 private leases covering an additional 400,000
acres (LDWF 2013b). From this arrangement has evolved a public-private partnership, where
LDWF manages the public grounds as an enormous supply of inputs for the industry. The role of
LDWF has dramatically shaped the state’s commercial oyster industry.
Figure 5. $33.4 million in cultch plants on the public grounds, 1994-2013

Source: (LDWF 2014c)
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Oyster farming is the cultivation and harvest of oysters, typically from public grounds or private
leases. To cultivate oysters, lease-owning farmers and processors transplant seed oysters—
juvenile oysters one to three inches in length, from hinge to bill—from the public grounds to
their leases, or from one lease to another, a practice often referred to as “seed-bedding” (LDWF
2013b). Farmers harvest oysters from public grounds when they reach market size—longer than
3” hinge to bill—but they may harvest oysters of any size from private leases.
Unable to rely solely on the public grounds, most oystermen rely heavily on their leases to be
successful. The low cost to lease water bottom—$2 per acre, per year—allows many oystermen
to lease hundreds, or even thousands, of acres (LDWF 2014b). While much of this acreage is
productive and harvested regularly, oystermen commonly hold onto acreage that is currently
unproductive for a number of reasons (see Table 2).
Because the Louisiana coast is constantly changing, many conditions that affect oyster
productivity are also in constant flux. Aware that productivity can change from year to year,
oystermen keep unproductive leases as a means to hedge against risk. For example, if predators
increase or salinity changes rapidly, oystermen can move oysters from an active lease to an
inactive one with more conducive conditions. Some oystermen interviewed for this study noted
that leases have been passed down through generations, with strict instructions to never sell
them, as they are a critical component of risk management.
Despite these reasons, farmers holding on to currently unproductive leases has become a point of
contention between the oyster industry, oil and gas industry, and the state. Representatives from
the Louisiana Oil and Gas Association complain that some leaseholders lease water bottom for
the purpose of extracting payment, hoping to receive payments from oil and gas companies that
conduct seismic testing or spill oil on leases (Briggs 2008)(Meitrodt and Kuriloff 2003). In 2007,
at least one observer presented data in an economic study from LSU suggesting that some
leaseholders do maintain unproductive leases for the purpose of extracting payment (Keithly and
Kazmierczak, Jr. 2007).
The state has similar concerns, after being sued in 2002 for damage inflicted by the Caernarvon
freshwater diversion. Soon after, fearing risk of further litigation, the state implemented a
moratorium on the issuance of any new leases (Kirkham 2010). In 2008, the state legislature
created a panel to propose ways to lift the moratorium. Consisting of more members from the oil
and gas industry and coastal landowners than from the oyster industry, the panel initially made
proposals that included liability exemptions for the oil and gas industry (Kirkham 2010).
In 2014, concerned representatives from the Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration
Authority drafted another proposal to lift the moratorium and reduce the incidence of payment
extraction. The proposal would limit the number of years someone can lease acreage, giving the
state the power to terminate a lease after four years if no “legitimate oyster-related work” has
been done during that time. Instead of leasing acreage at the traditional $2 per acre rate, the
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proposal would put any new leases up for bid. Many members of the oyster industry strongly
opposed the proposal, noting that, to eliminate any potential setbacks from the oyster industry,
oil companies could easily outbid oystermen for all new leases. It was for exactly this reason, in
2002, that BP applied for over 4,000 acres of oyster leases (Meitrodt and Kuriloff 2003).
Table 2. Reasons oystermen keep “unproductive” leases to better manage their operations

After oyster farming, the next link in the value chain comprises dealers, also called brokers. They
are the first of two major points of distribution, buying oysters directly from farmers at the docks
in very large quantities. Though the market is competitive, dealer firms are substantially
consolidated and wield large influence over price and quality (see Figure 6). Just 10 firms control
65 percent of the market, buying and selling an average of 7.5 million pounds of oysters
annually. The remaining 35 percent of the market is shared among 75 firms (LDWF 2014c).
Dealers sell oysters in bulk, called “shellstock,” to processors or wholesalers.
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Figure 6. Average market consolidation among oyster dealers, 1999-2013

Source: (LDWF 2014c)

Processors physically transform oysters into two principal products: half-shell and shucked.
Half-shell oysters are whole oysters, in-shell, intended for raw consumption. To prepare halfshell oysters for sale, processors break up clusters of shellstock into single oysters, then grade
them according to size, ensuring they are clean, easy to shuck and presentable on a plate.
Shucked oysters are oyster meat out of the shell, sold in pints and gallons. Many Louisiana
processors are vertically integrated—operating their own leases, with boats and crew to farm
them, and trucks to distribute oysters to restaurants and markets. Most shucked oyster product
from Louisiana is processed out of state, at processing facilities in Alabama, Mississippi,
Maryland and Virginia. Figure 7 shows the Louisiana oyster industry harvests millions of pounds
more than it processes (LDWF 2004).
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Figure 7. Excess of Louisiana oyster harvests over processing, 1980-2001

Source: (LDWF 2004)

Retailers, including restaurants, seafood markets and grocery stores, provide oysters to the final
consumer. They usually buy half-shell and shucked oysters from a wholesale distributor,
although they may sometimes purchase directly from a processor. Restaurants are by far the
largest retail market for Louisiana oysters.
Across the bottom of the value chain in Figure 4 is regulatory oversight. The Louisiana oyster
industry is heavily regulated, subject to oversight by over a dozen state and federal agencies,
including LDWF, Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals (LDHH), the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (GSMFC 2012).
Although the value chain in recent years has consolidated into fewer firms, the Louisiana oyster
industry looks largely the same today as it did a hundred years ago. For most of its long history,
a reliably abundant supply of oysters allowed the industry to profit without needing to modify its
production methods. However, recent events suggest that the industry no longer has this cushion
of abundance. The sections that follow identify six challenges in the value chain and offer
opportunities to address them.

Opportunity 1: Replace the volume-based measurement system with a weight-based
system to improve accuracy
The current volume-based system to measure and quantify shellstock leaves substantial
opportunity for inaccuracies. Figure 8 shows the dimensions for LDWF-approved baskets used
to measure a barrel of oysters to exactly 6,451.26 cubic inches, and how this measure converts to
sacks, bushels and pounds. LDWF estimates that a sack of oysters weighs 100 pounds, but it
prefers to report annual landings in pounds of shucked meat, at an estimated rate of six pounds
per sack.
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Figure 8. Dimensions and conversions for volume-based measure of Louisiana oysters

Source: (LDWF 2013b)

Several weaknesses in the current system undermine important segments of the value chain. The
system begins by applying a volume measure to a bulky, non-uniformly-shaped object that
inevitably leaves a great deal of empty space in the “barrel.” In addition, the traditional basket
used to measure barrels of oysters flares out at the top. The resulting increase in area means that
a basket not quite filled to the brim represents a substantial measurement error. The imprecise
volume measure is then converted to pounds of shucked oyster meat via two assumptions. First,
a sack of whole oysters in the shell is assumed to weigh 100 pounds, and second, each 100
pounds of whole oysters is assumed to yield six pounds of shucked oyster meat. Both
assumptions can be substantially off. The volume-based system thus presents numerous
opportunities for inaccuracy in accounting for every six pounds of meat per sack.
Several industry leaders interviewed, including processors, wholesalers and retailers, complained
that the volume-based system incentivizes farmers to sell “short” sacks, a problem that has
worsened since the BP oil spill reduced the oyster supply. A lack of accountability exists, in part,
due to the high volume at which dealers buy oysters (see Figure 9). Dealers arrive at the dock
and purchase oysters in very large quantities, enough to fill a 40-foot tractor trailer. Since this
exceeds the capacity of oyster boats, dealers purchase from several boats at a time. Some boats
have full sacks of high-quality oysters (few dead oysters or large, unshuckable clusters) and
other boats have underweight sacks of low-quality oysters mixed with rocks.
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With nothing but sight as a guide, dealers are ill-equipped to monitor quality, which allows more
and more low-quality sacks to enter the market. Indeed, harvesters face a perverse incentive to
sell inferior products, since the dealer pays the same price per sack to all boats, regardless of
quality. Over time, boats with high-quality oysters, lacking economic reward for “doing the right
thing,” may adopt similar poor practices. Eventually, the overall quality of Louisiana oysters
risks deterioration, a concern expressed by several leaders in the industry.
Figure 9. Aggregation removes incentive to sell quality oysters

The “short sacks” problem mostly affects processors and wholesale distributors, who pay for it
directly out of their profit margin. According to industry interviews, some processors reduce
their supplier base to those they can trust to provide high-quality sacks of oysters. Others decide
to pass on the poor quality, selling gallons of shucked oysters with fewer pounds or more water.
As a result, wholesale distributors must absorb the cost, as they typically accept returns if their
customers are not satisfied. Ultimately, the entire Louisiana oyster industry suffers.
Since the BP oil spill, the quality of oysters coming out of Louisiana has declined substantially.
Industry leader and chair of the Louisiana Oyster Task Force John Tesvich recently noted that
“second- and third-grade product is out there that, in normal times, would rarely make it to
market because they are lower quality” (Blank 2014). Several wholesalers and restaurant owners
interviewed for this study said the inconsistent quality of Gulf oysters since the spill has driven
them away from the region. Instead, they now source all oysters from the growing number of
suppliers in the Atlantic.
Acknowledging these flaws in the volume-based system is especially important for processors,
because settlements from the BP oil spill will be based largely on yields as a means to determine
how the industry has performed since the spill. If officially-estimated yields are higher than
actual yields, it will appear processors have been more successful than they actually were. Many
industry leaders say the estimated six-pounds-per-sack figure LDWF uses to calculate its annual
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reporting of oyster landings is higher than what a sack actually yields, which they say is closer to
4-5 pounds. If these estimates are correct, the actual amount of oyster meat processors yield
could be up to 30 percent lower than reported in the official data. Figure 10 shows processors
may yield between 1.1 and 3.7 million pounds less per year than what is officially reported.
Figure 10. Potential shortage in official landing estimates, 2010-2012

Source: (Alexander-Bloch 2013)

According to industry leaders in oyster processing, distribution and retail, the most important
factor they consider when sourcing oysters is consistency of product. The industry and state can
help improve the consistency of Louisiana oysters by eliminating the volume-based system of
measure for traditional sack oysters. Converting to a weight-based system will eliminate much of
the variation in size of sacks and bushels.
Although Louisiana law already permits the purchase of oysters by weight, the notion does face
opposition from dealers. In 2008, the Louisiana Recovery Authority provided a $500,000 grant
to implement a pilot project to test a weight-based measure system with a capacity of 1,200
sacks—about three, 40,000 pound trailer loads—per day (Tesvich 2014). According to the
grantee, the project never started, lacking any dealers of significant size who would agree to
participate in the pilot.
Some oystermen may argue that a weight-based system is unfair, noting that some oyster shells
are thicker and heavier than others. But because LDWF already states how much a sack or
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bushel should weigh, establishing a weight-based system will guarantee at least one consistent
measure to which everyone can agree. Several oystermen interviewed for this study reported they
would find it an improvement.
Because most oyster fisheries outside the Gulf sell oysters in 100-count boxes,2 there are no
examples of a weight-based system to use for comparison. Industry leaders in Louisiana envision
a system requiring scales on boats and at the dock, so both the oystermen and dealers can verify
accurate weight. To enforce the rules, LDWF and/or the Department of Agriculture could carry
out “spot” inspections at the docks, at the dealer facilities or in retail facilities.

Opportunity 2: Convert from paper “trip tickets” to an electronic tracking system to
save time and reduce uncertainty about the origin and safety of oysters
The trip ticket system, used to track oysters back to their origin, has much inefficiency that can
burden the industry and LDWF. It also increases the risk of inaccurate reporting. The trip ticket
system is a largely hand-written, paper-based means to collect and report oyster harvest data,
such as identification (oysterman, vessel and dealer), date, harvest location, duration of trip,
quantity (in barrels, sacks or bushels) and price paid (LDWF 2010).
Interviews with major dealers, harvesters and processors report that the system is cumbersome
and time consuming. Harvesters are required to manually fill out individual oyster tags for each
sack of oysters to be sold. Dealers then enter this information into the trip ticket. Any dealer,
processor or wholesale distributor that buys oysters directly from the boat must then submit a trip
ticket to LDWF. Starting in 2002, dealers have had the option to submit trip tickets
electronically, but they must still manually enter data received from harvesters (LDWF 2014b;
Bluefin Data 2014).
Trip tickets are vulnerable to inaccuracies, unintended or otherwise, as they are self-reported,
hand-written forms. Oystermen provide all information, which, according to our interviews,
buyers have no way to verify. Instead, they must simply trust that the oysters came from the
location and time indicated. Any potential inaccuracies undermine the ability to use the data to
monitor sales and oyster stocks. More critically, potential safety risks result, since inaccurate
data impedes efforts to rapidly trace questionable products back to their source.
Though it may rarely happen, oystermen do have economic incentives to mislabel trip tickets.
For example, oystermen harvesting from Terrebonne Basin have some economic incentive to
mislabel trip tickets as harvested from Barataria Basin, where the price per pound is more than a
dollar higher (see Figure 11) (Alexander-Bloch 2013). During times of short supply, when prices
are especially high, some harvesters may also falsify tags if they steal oysters from a private
2

Specialty oysters typically are sold in 100-count boxes. Gulf oysters come 200-300 oysters per sack and sell for
less—pound for pound—than the average 100-count box of oysters from other fisheries.
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lease or fish oysters from an area officially closed due to pollution or disease. Still others may
misrepresent the number of hours the oysters were out of the water. In each of these cases, the
buyer’s inability to verify constitutes a very real risk.
Figure 11. Average dockside value per pound, 2002-2012, by basin3

Source: (Alexander-Bloch 2013)

Converting the manual, paper-based tracking systems to a consolidated, electronic system would
streamline and expedite reporting and improve data integrity with tremendous benefits for
industry operations and food safety. Although some harvesters may have reservations about how
data would be used and shared, they could be assured this information will remain confidential.
According to the lead author of the 2013 pilot study, proven technologies exist to protect data.
Harvesters and dealers would only need to enter trip and harvest information once, automatically
reporting relevant information to various authorities as required. Much of the data entry may
even be automated. For instance, GPS on vessels (as is currently required by LDWF’s Vessel
Monitoring System) could pre-populate location and time data. An electronic system can also
more easily accommodate future new data requests and needs.
In cases of a Vibrio illness, an electronic system could greatly improve the existing means to
identify and control contaminated product—a recall—which can require closing wide swaths of
harvest areas as a precautionary measure during weeks-long investigation. A recall can also shut
down or tie up operations at processors. Notably, data provided in real time can be acted on pre3

Some variation in pricing may be due to vertically integrated companies accounting for their labor costs.
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emptively, enabling the industry to prevent illness and avoid an expensive scenario in the first
place.
In 2013 the Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission completed a pilot study of a digital
traceability system for the Gulf oyster industry (Miller, Heggelund, and McDermott 2014). The
study had strong and early support by the late Mike Voisin, a widely respected industry leader
and champion of Louisiana oysters and Gulf seafood overall. The study examined potential for a
digital system to track product through the supply chain, from harvester to retailer (and back).
According to the lead author, no other states or regions have comparable systems or pilot studies.
Anticipated challenges included limited connectivity (Wi-Fi), high costs of handheld scanners,
need for training, language barriers, and the time required to develop custom settings for
processing sites. Also addressed was a much-anticipated time and temperature recording
component, noting that more research was needed in this area. The study concluded that despite
the potential barriers, an electronic tracking system was indeed achievable.

Opportunity 3: Supplement seed-bedding with remote setting to give oystermen an
alternative to making costly trips to public seed grounds
The long-established system of sourcing oyster seed from public grounds for grow-out on private
leases has become increasingly inefficient. As discussed earlier, the state is steward of the public
seed grounds, investing significant resources in maintaining and enhancing oyster habitat in an
effort to yield a sustainable amount of oysters for the industry to harvest. Over the past several
decades, LDWF has spent millions of mostly federal dollars on planting cultch substrates, upon
which floating larvae will hopefully attach and grow into oysters. During open season,
oystermen take “seed oysters,” young oysters that have not yet reached market size, and “bed”
them into private leases, a process called “seed-bedding.” Because federal funds are used to
maintain productivity on the public grounds, seed oysters may appear “free” to oystermen, when
in fact they are paid for with U.S. citizens’ tax dollars. That they appear free, however, may
encourage what appears to be an increasingly inefficient practice.
Oystermen interviewed for this study said their annual trip to gather seed from the public
grounds can take several days and cost thousands of dollars. For leaseholders located far from
the public grounds, the cost of fuel and labor is becoming increasingly expensive. Figure 12
shows that from 1986 to 2003, the inflation-adjusted price of diesel ranged between $1.50 and
$2.00 per gallon (EIA 2014). From 2004 to 2013, inflation-adjusted fuel costs increased
gradually to over $4.00 per gallon. At the same time, available seed stock on the public grounds
was in sharp decline, making the cost effectiveness of each trip more questionable (LDWF
2013a).
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Figure 12. Inflation-adjusted real price of diesel, 1986-2013

Source: (EIA 2014)

Seed-bedding from the public grounds is a long-established practice, dating back over a hundred
years. Once profitable for most oystermen, seed-bedding has become cost prohibitive for many
leaseholders, especially those with leases located far from what have historically been the most
productive areas of the public grounds, east of the Mississippi River (see Figure 13) (LDWF
2014a). Given the vast expanse of the 1.7 million acres of public grounds, many leaseholders
must travel more than 100 miles to get to an active area of the grounds, a trip spanning several
days and requiring thousands of gallons of diesel.
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Figure 13. Proximity of private leases to productive areas of the public grounds4

Source (LDWF)

Figure 14 shows 16 seed-bedding scenarios, factoring in distance from the public grounds (10 to
100 miles) and the number of sacks harvested from the grounds (250-1,000). Academics estimate
that sack-to-seed ratios range from as low as 0.4:1 (E. J. Melancon 1990) to as high as 4:1 (Perret
and Chatry 1988). These and other studies of sack-to-seed ratios (Supan, Wilson, and Roberts
1999) were all conducted during the 1980’s and early 1990’s when ratios from the public
grounds were very high (see Figure 2). The last four years have shown a large decline in seed
stock. Based on these three factors, we used the lower end of the academic spectrum (0.4:1) as
our sack-to-seed ratio.
If the lease is located very close (10 miles) to the public grounds and brings in a maximum yield
(1,000 sacks), the system can be very profitable ($8,820). Conversely, if the lease is located far
(100 miles) from the public grounds and the seed oyster harvest is low (250 sacks), the system
results in a substantial loss (-$6,983). In nearly half the scenarios considered, oystermen either
lose money or earn negligible profits of five percent. Generally, if a lease is located more than 50
miles from productive areas of the public grounds, the system will likely result in a loss.

4

Points of crossing lower Mississippi River are not exact. A navigational route with locks is located in Empire, LA.
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Figure 14. Profitability of seed bedding from the public grounds 5

5

Costs to plant include an estimate of labor, sundries and fuel, and do not include any capital costs. It was assumed that a boat
can travel up to 100 miles in a 24-hour period and that it takes a full day to fill a boat with seed oyster; thus a round trip of 100
miles takes 3 days. Number of sacks planted is based on the maximum capacity of a 60-foot oyster boat. It was assumed that
these boats use, on average, 10 gallons of fuel per mile.
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Sources: (Ippolito 2010; E. J. J. Melancon and Condrey 1992; LDWF 2013b)

Oystermen could benefit considerably by having an alternative to making costly trips to public
seed grounds with no guarantee of getting sufficient seed oysters. Remote setting is not a
replacement for seed-bedding from the public grounds, but it can improve efficiency in many
ways. Remote setting combines aquaculture with traditional oyster culture, allowing oystermen
to put spat (oyster larvae) directly onto cultch and transport them to leases where they can grow
to market size. Similar to how irrigation technology aids agriculture, remote setting harnesses a
critical input from nature and puts it into the hands of the farmer, helping to better manage
production.
Photos in Figure 15 illustrate how remote setting works. The technique uses a contained
environment, usually a large tank, into which oyster larvae, clean cultch and filtered seawater are
introduced. Over the course of two to three days, 20-50 percent of the larvae “set” onto the
cultch, and after seven to ten days, the “spat-on-shell” is safe to remove from the tank and plant
in the wild (Supan 1991; Congrove, Wesson, and Allen 2009)Two to three years later, the
oysters are ready for harvest.
Figure 15. Remote setting technology

Source: (NCADC 2003; Congrove, Wesson, and Allen 2009)

Remote setting offers an improved alternative to seed-bedding for oystermen with leases located
more than 50 miles from the public grounds. Remote setting guarantees spat production on
almost every piece of cultch. It enables farmers to use oyster larvae selectively bred for disease
resistance, fertility and growth. Thanks to these advantages, remote setting produces more
market oysters per volume than seed bedding (Supan, Wilson, and Roberts 1999). The average
harvest from remote setting is twice the number of sacks planted, which in many cases makes it
more profitable (Table 3). At a market price of $30 per sack, the estimated profits of a 1,000Page 34
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sack capacity remote setting operation are almost $19,811, or 49 percent, making it more
profitable than many of the seed-bedding scenarios illustrated above. Remote setting has the
added advantage of being a dependable source of oyster seed five months per year. Because they
are not confined to months when the public grounds are open, oystermen can bed spat-on-shell
when they wish, though most average 20 sets per year (Supan 1991).
Table 3. Profitability of remote setting: 1,000-sack capacity6

6

Assumes farmer owns boat and is operating a front-end loader. Budget estimates 5 tanks with a capacity of 200
sacks each. Labor and food costs are based on the same assumptions used in Table 1. All variable costs are adjusted
for inflation from (Congrove, Wesson, and Allen 2009).
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Table 3 assumes fuel costs for a lease located 50 miles (100 miles round trip) from the remote
setting facility. If the lease were 100 miles away (200 miles round trip) the farmer would still
make $16,138 (37% profit), and if it were only 10 miles away, the farmer would make $23,338
(64%) profit. In addition, Table 4 shows the equivalent number of seed bedding trips to the
public grounds an oysterman would need to make to generate $20,138, or the profits of one
1,000-sack remote set. Under the best case scenario, 10-25 miles from the public grounds with
1,000 sacks of seed oysters, a leaseholder would need to make two trips to the public grounds to
earn the same profit as one 1,000-sack remote setting trip. Oystermen who are 50 miles from the
public grounds would need to make a minimum of three trips to generate the same profit.
Table 4. Number of 1,000-sack seed-bedding trips needed to earn profits equivalent to one
1,000-sack remote set, by distance to the public grounds

Remote setting also offers an economical alternative to cultch planting. Many leaseholders plant
cultch on their leases, spending an average of $80,000 a plant ($32/yd3 on average area of 2,500
yd3) to recruit oysters (Ippolito 2010). Because remote setting ensures that spat make it onto the
cultch material, the technology is much more reliable.
Remote setting can reduce much of the uncertainty inherent to traditional seed bedding and
cultch plants, allowing the industry to better manage for the future. Traditional methods of oyster
farming cannot estimate productivity beyond a one-year horizon, and much of production is a
gamble. Oystermen never know the condition of next year’s seed production on the public
grounds. They never know if the thousands of dollars of cultch they put out on the lease will
catch spat. Remote setting also allows selective breeding for disease resistance, meat yield and
shape, potentially creating a larger amount of a better product. As with any start-up business, the
first few years of starting a remote setting operation may not see the full possible returns, but the
potential of this opportunity is large. By putting spat production in the hands of oystermen,
remote setting increases certainty of productivity, and where it will be, on a two- to three-year
horizon.
Reduced uncertainty at the harvester level spreads across the entire value chain, improving the
entire industry’s performance. If oystermen can better predict productivity on a two- to threePage 36
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year horizon, and know which leases will produce and when, they can communicate that
information to buyers in the chain downstream. This allows processors to better manage their
operating costs, and restaurants to better plan their menus and food costs.
Several risks associated with remote setting must be taken into account. One issue that has
already emerged in Washington state is the threat of climate change-induced ocean acidification
and its impact on hatchery-produced larvae (Welch 2013). Virginia has been grappling with
inconsistent production of hatchery larvae due to water quality problems and has been unable to
meet growing demand for remote setting among its private firms (Hudson and Murray 2014). In
Louisiana, predators pose a major risk. Since Louisiana oyster beds are sub-tidal, oystermen
cannot see if a colony of oyster drills or black drum has taken over the reef. Since predation
increases in higher salinity waters, remote setting operations may be most successful in lower
salinity areas.
Remote setting has been practiced successfully throughout the Pacific coast industry, and to a
lesser extent, along the Atlantic coast, particularly in Virginia (Congrove, Wesson, and Allen
2009). Louisiana oystermen have not yet adopted remote setting, possibly because until very
recently they have not had to face the decimated populations that spurred innovation in other
regions. Technology innovators contend with major risks and barriers. Start-up costs and a steep
learning curve are two key examples of what most in the industry are not yet willing to accept.
However, interviews with harvesters and processors suggest the recent impact of the BP oil spill
has, for the first time, created openness to exploring alternative practices. This is a proven
technology. The next step is learning and demonstrating how it can work in the Gulf.

Opportunity 4: Manage the resource more actively to reduce overfishing on public
oyster grounds
For decades, Louisiana’s public-private partnership has been integral to the state’s dominance as
the largest and most productive wild oyster fishery in the United States. The state and industry
share the burden of protecting the resource. Since the state is the steward of oyster seed, and the
industry is steward of harvests from private leases, the risk of overfishing is lower than that for a
completely open-access fishery. The system works well when stocks are abundant. However,
during extended periods of low productivity, flaws begin to surface.
To manage the oyster resource, Louisiana employs traditional restrictions on harvest effort and
access, such as permits, licenses, harvest times and minimum oyster size, but it currently imposes
no sack limits, save a few exceptions (LDWF 2013b). So when the state opens the public
grounds each year, the industry may take an unrestricted quantity of publicly-funded oysters that
are of essentially no cost to oystermen. This encourages overfishing and puts strain on the public
resource. Several oystermen interviewed reported they harvest differently from their own private
leases than from the public grounds. Since cultivating oysters on private leases requires
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significant time and money, oystermen prefer to harvest free oysters from the grounds and
preserve their lease oysters for later, when public oysters are no longer available. In addition,
when harvesting from their leases, many oystermen intentionally leave a portion of oysters
untouched to reproduce and ensure future productivity. They have no similar incentive to ensure
future production on the public grounds.
A comparison between historical stock assessments and landings suggests that these practices
contribute to overfishing (see Figure 16). During years when stocks on the public grounds were
low, such as in 1982 to 1991, oystermen had to harvest from their own leases. By contrast,
during years when stocks on the public grounds were much higher, from 1992 to 2001,
oystermen harvested a much smaller share of oysters from leases (LDWF 2014a). Recent studies
found that the harvest effort demonstrated during the 1990s threatened the sustainability of the
resource, which may help explain why stocks fell rapidly in the early-to-mid 2000s (Soniat et al.
2014).
Figure 16. Oysters harvested from public grounds versus private leases, 1982-2012

Source: (LDWF 2013a) (Alexander-Bloch 2013)

The practice of harvesting oysters directly from the public grounds compromises the flavor
buyers can expect of a Louisiana oyster. Public grounds’ high fresh water content produces a less
flavorful oyster. For this reason, oystermen typically first transfer oysters to private leases with
higher salinities to impart a much better flavor. In the 1990s, the increasingly common practice
of selling oysters directly from the public grounds compromised the reputation of all Louisiana
oysters, giving many buyers the false impression they all lack flavor (Jacobsen 2011).
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To help address the unintended effects of open harvest and provide benefits to the fishery, the
state should work with industry to explore ways to improve upon traditional management tools,
such as enforcement against theft, and also consider new ideas for managing the resource.
Fishery managers are increasingly looking beyond effort-based restrictions for solutions that will
ensure a sustainable population. For example, Maryland’s long-term oyster plan calls for the
industry to strive for a science-based harvest quota, although staff acknowledge the technical
difficulty in achieving this goal (MD DNR 2010).
Actively managing the resource in a way that works well for industry would foster long-term
improvement of oyster stocks, creating a larger critical mass of oysters to reproduce—perhaps
the single-most effective defense against localized external threats such as oil spills or pathogens.
An industry-led system of active resource management could encourage farmers to protect the
resource, cultivate more on their own leases and incentivize more sustainable and efficient
farming practices.
A management system that limited the amount of oysters sold directly from the public grounds
could reduce the quantity of bland oysters in the market and improve Louisiana’s reputation as a
source of unique-tasting, saltier oysters.
The state and industry are far better positioned than any outside observer to suggest specific
means to manage the resource. Some ideas to consider are science-based harvest limits, new
management plans with catch share program elements, increased use of hatchery larvae and seed
on public grounds, closing more areas to harvest, a shell recycling program to improve cultch
shellstock, more monitoring or enforcement, and restoration projects with industry participation.
Whatever the public and private sectors jointly decide, it could begin with pilot projects in small,
select areas with particularly vulnerable stocks. As the system improves, the state could expand
the pilot projects into a larger, more ambitious program.
The state and industry can also consider how remote setting and aquaculture can help relieve
fishing pressure on public grounds. Potential management plans could provide incentives for
private oystermen to adopt remote setting, such as funding for tanks and materials.
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Opportunity 5: Support further research into cost-effective safety measures and
campaigns to more effectively address safety
The oyster industry faces a difficult set of challenges connected to a bacterium genus referred to
as Vibrio, which is found naturally in warm, brackish waters such as the Gulf (CDC 2013). In
rare incidences, oyster consumers can be infected by a specific species of vibrio called V.
vulnificus, causing illness. To vulnerable populations, V. vulnificus infection can even be fatal.
Since 2000, V. vulnificus-tainted oysters have been associated with an average of 32 cases of
illness per year, with nearly half of these cases resulting in death (GAO 2011). Fatalities
typically are associated with immune-compromised populations, notably the elderly and those
with liver disease (CDC 2013a).
V. vulnificus presents the Louisiana oyster industry with a double challenge: first, to ensure that
oysters that reach consumers are free of the illness-causing bacterium but are still flavorful and
affordable; and second, to ensure that consumers have an accurate understanding of the specific
safety risks of Vibrio so they do not needlessly avoid oysters altogether.
Industry efforts to guard against illness from contaminated oysters date back to 1925, with
creation of the National Shellfish Sanitation Program (NSSP), charged with dictating safety
protocols throughout the supply chain (ISSC 2011).7 Practices in place for decades have
succeeded in ensuring a largely safe oyster supply, and much of the industry opposes making
further protocols mandatory. Many in the industry feel that additional safety measures would
compromise oyster quality, are disproportionately costly to implement, or are simply not
necessary for the vast majority of oysters.
One such safety protocol is post-harvest processing (PHP), which includes at least three options
for removing any possibility of Vibrio contamination.8 In 2009, the FDA proposed to ban the
sale, during warm weather months, of oysters that had not had been thus treated. The industry
strongly opposed the proposed ban, stressing that it lacked the infrastructure to comply, and that
oyster prices could double or triple as a result (Kirkham, October 2009). Eventually, the FDA
and industry reached a compromise to adopt more stringent post-harvest controls on time and
temperature. As of 2011, the rate of actual industry compliance to these time and temperature
controls was unknown (GAO 2011). To date, PHP is still not required, although Sysco and other
large food distributors have chosen for years to sell PHP oysters (Kirkham, updated in 2011). At
least one major restaurant chain, Red Lobster, will only source Gulf oysters that have undergone
some sort of PHP. Meanwhile, most bars and restaurants continue to serve unprocessed, raw
oysters.

7

The NSSP is updated regularly via the Interstate Shellfish Sanitation Conference (ISSC), the voluntary
organization comprising state, industry and federal representatives. FDA must approve any recommendations for
changes before adoption.
8
These include individual quick freezing (IQF), low-heat or heat-cool pasteurization (HCP), and high-hydrostatic
pressure (HPP) (BOA 2014).
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The industry’s second safety challenge is educating consumers so they will protect themselves
adequately without causing non-vulnerable populations to needlessly shun all Gulf oysters. This
poses its own dilemmas. Extensive awareness campaigns were carried out in 2002-2003 via the
Gulf & South Atlantic Fisheries Foundation to educate the public about the specific risks of
Vibrio. Yet many in the industry suspect that the result of such campaigns to date has been only
to scare the general public away from Gulf oysters, without actually influencing consumers who
are elderly or immune-compromised. Press coverage can further impugn the whole industry
without adequately conveying the very low risks. For instance, incidences of V. vulnificus in the
1980s, followed by FDA regulations and a ban in California, became national news, causing
considerable damage to the industry’s reputation. Many wholesalers and restaurants simply
stopped sourcing oysters from the Gulf, and dockside prices fell 30-50 percent (Keithly and Diop
2001a; Keithly and Diop 2001b; Bartholomew 1999; Hardesty 2001). Prices eventually
rebounded, but the Louisiana industry’s reputation still suffers.
As oyster consumption grows in popularity and V. parahaemolyticus (the less deadly strain of
Vibrio) spreads to new geographies in the north Atlantic, Vibrio is likely to resurface as a media
topic and draw attention once again to oyster safety and risks (CDC 2014; Baker-Austin et al.
2012; Newton et al. 2014). As such, the industry faces the need to continue to prioritize and
expand its efforts to improve public understanding of the specific risks of illness from Vibrio.
The GAO and others have observed the need to evaluate and possibly improve the industry’s
existing time and temperature controls. An additional focus may be to develop cost-effective
methods to detect the presence of the illness-causing Vibrio bacterium, thus providing a better
option for eliminating high-risk oysters than blanket PHP treatment. As mentioned in
Opportunity 2 of this report, an electronic tracking system would document the locations where
oysters were harvested, information that could further help with Vibrio detection and tracking.
New, research-based education campaigns could be designed in a highly transparent manner that
avoids unduly alarming the non-vulnerable population.
Obtaining funding is an obstacle to the scientific research needed on eliminating and detecting
Vibrio. Regarding public awareness campaigns, some oystermen fear that increased messaging
about Vibrio does more harm to public perception than good. Past experience appears to indicate,
however, that a pro-active approach to messaging is important to protecting both public health
and the long-term health of the industry.

Opportunity 6: Create new markets by developing and branding Louisiana specialty
oysters
The Louisiana oyster industry faces marketing challenges distinct from its production challenges,
stemming primarily from vague or unfounded negative perceptions consumers outside of the
Gulf states hold about all oysters from the Gulf. Since Louisiana produces the majority of those
oysters, it is in position to clear up the misunderstandings, which, in many cases, derive from
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outdated myths that challenge the industry’s ability to charge more and compete with oysters
from other regions.
Many misconceptions about the quality of Louisiana oysters are rooted in the industry’s large
production volume, which has commoditized Gulf oysters and established a significantly lower
market price (see Table 5). A marketing expert interviewed for this study says consumers
associate lower price with lower quality. Lacking unique brands, Gulf oysters are broadly
considered the same, regardless of where they come from, as consumers do not recognize any
market variance. Thus, while oyster connoisseurs may attribute a dozen distinct flavor profiles to
oysters harvested from a 100-mile stretch of Massachusetts coastline, they believe all oysters in
the 1,600 miles of coast from Florida to Texas taste the same (Jacobsen 2011).
Other myths revolve around texture and salt content, which are important because consumers
equate these attributes with higher quality. Several purveyors and chefs interviewed for this
study mistakenly believe Gulf oysters cannot achieve desired firmness and high salinity content
without very cold waters.
Table 5. Misconceptions about the quality of Gulf oysters

The Louisiana oyster industry could distinguish itself from the vague “Gulf oyster” image by
creating branded specialty oysters. Although they represent a niche market, specialty oysters
from distinct areas could benefit the overall Louisiana brand, dispelling misconceptions about
quality as a way to build greater demand for all Louisiana oysters.
Specialty oysters, sometimes called “boutique” oysters, are in growing demand. The expansion
of oyster farms along the East Coast—several in the past decade—has worked in concert with
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the recent growth and popularity of new raw bars and other oyster-focused restaurants across the
country (Green 2013; Karnasiewicz 2012; Anderson 2014). The East Coast Shellfish Growers
Association (ECSGA) estimates that oyster aquaculture production has doubled in the last five
years. Demand for specialty oysters is also growing in the South. Restaurants in Charleston, SC,
Atlanta, GA and Houston, TX are adding specialty oysters to their menus and opening new raw
bars (Anderson 2014; Townsend 2014; Karnasiewicz 2012).
Generally, consumers outside of the Gulf prefer specialty oysters because they are saltier, firmer
and smaller. Much like wine, they acquire their taste from the environment, or the unique area in
which they are produced. Consumers who prefer specialty oysters in large cities such as New
York are willing to pay up to $3.35 for branded domestic oysters, arguably a 300 percent
premium over non-branded oysters (Maison Premiere 2014). To charge that premium, chefs
demand consistency, with clean shells (no barnacles, silt or algae), a uniform shape and size and
a “deep cup” so the oyster presents well on a plate.
One way for oyster growers to meet these standards is through sorting, or simply setting aside,
cleaning and packaging the high-quality oysters from a regular harvest, typically from a firm’s
best leases. Capers Blades from South Carolina provides an example of how a farmer uses
sorting to garner a substantial premium. Compared to sack oysters, which currently break down
to about $0.25 an oyster, sorted Capers Blades sell for about $1.00 an oyster. Sorting is
especially effective when combined with a remote setting facility, enabling growers to place their
sets strategically and maximize production on leases located in branded specialty appellations.
A second way for growers to meet specialty standards is through off-bottom aquaculture—an
alternative in which oysters are grown not in traditional oyster reefs, but rather in suspended bags
or cages. Off-bottom operations produce almost entirely for the specialty oyster market. These
oysters are usually grown from hatchery-raised, disease-resistant and triploid—or spawnless—
larvae. Because they do not waste energy on reproduction, triploid oysters maintain a firm
texture and can grow to market size in half the time of normal oysters. Suspending the oysters in
cages or mesh bags allows oystermen to better maintain them, cleaning and monitoring them for
predators. Off-bottom systems have higher equipment and labor costs than traditional oyster
farming operations, and each system must be adapted to its unique growing environment. Still,
because the oysters earn a much higher market price, off-bottom operations remain profitable.
Whether growers use sorting or off-bottom aquaculture, Louisiana has opportunities to brand
specialty oysters. Hydrological shifts from navigation channels and erosion have rendered some
historical appellations obsolete, but new areas have emerged in areas with considerable acreage
of private leases, such as Champagne Bay, Independence Island and Beauregard Island
(Mowbray 2012). Some of the areas capable of producing Louisiana’s highest quality oysters are
displayed in Figure 17. When the state lifts the moratorium on leases, it could consider
prioritizing some of these areas.
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Specialty Louisiana oysters are not a new concept. Prior to 1975, oyster consumers recognized
quality oysters by names, such as Grand Bayou, Lake Washington, Bayou Cook and Caminada
Bay. Later, when dealers started buying oysters indiscriminately in bulk, these appellations
became less and less relevant. Today they are simply identified by numbers, such as Area 13
or Area 9.
Figure 17. Louisiana oyster-growing appellations

Source: (Mowbray 2012)

New Orleans is a renowned culinary and seafood destination, making it a natural market to
introduce specialty Louisiana oysters. The restaurant industry understands the importance of
promoting the seafood industries on which it depends. Chefs such as Ryan Prewitt of Pêche
Seafood Grill support the advancement of Louisiana oyster production and the expansion of
markets for new oyster products (CASOM 2014). Other New Orleans chefs interviewed for this
study, such as Brian Landry of Borgne Restaurant, indicated a high interest in serving quality
specialty oysters from Louisiana appellations.
To further assess potential market demand, Datu Research surveyed members of the Louisiana
Restaurant Association and found strong interest in serving specialty Louisiana oysters. Figure
18 shows more than 75 percent of restaurants would sell high-quality specialty Louisiana oysters
from specific Louisiana appellations, such as Caminada Bay. Of those, 100 percent of casual fine
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dining restaurants and 75 percent of fine dining restaurants said they would offer them. Just 24
percent of restaurants, most of which were casual dining establishments, said they would not
offer specialty Louisiana oysters.
Figure 18. Percent of restaurants willing to serve specialty oysters from Louisiana, by type

Source: Datu Research survey

Survey findings show Louisiana restaurants would be willing to sell specialty Louisiana oysters
at a premium and that substantial demand would come from high-volume restaurants. Of the
restaurants willing to put specialty oysters on the menu, nearly half (44 percent) were confident
their customers would buy them, even at a 50 percent premium or higher. Since convincing chefs
to serve premium-priced oysters has been a challenge in other regions, this finding suggests
Louisiana oystermen can prioritize other market barriers, such as changing public perception that
all Gulf oysters taste the same. More than a third (36 percent) of restaurants sell more than 2,000
half shell oysters each week, showing that specialty oysters would have access to establishments
with a high demand for oysters.
Louisiana restaurant owners recognize several constraints to the success of specialty oysters,
including difficulty ensuring quality, limited customer demand and customer concerns over
safety (Table 6). Respondents were asked to rank each challenge from one (no challenge) to four
(major challenge). The most significant challenge was difficulty ensuring consistent quality,
cited by 100 percent of respondents.
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Table 6. Challenges to offering specialty Louisiana oysters on Louisiana restaurant menus

Respondents prioritized challenges differently according to the type of restaurant, likely a
reflection of their clientele. Generally, patrons of fine dining restaurants are familiar with
specialty foods and willing to pay more for them. This explains why survey respondents from
fine dining restaurants are far less concerned with charging a premium for specialty oysters than
with concerns over Vibrio. Most casual dining establishments, by contrast, found it difficult to
charge a premium for specialty oysters, noting that lack of effective marketing was a significant
challenge. Given these insights, if specialty Louisiana oysters are to be successful, the industry
will need to develop marketing plans strategically, creating relevant messages for each target
market.
Beyond branding, it is important to establish a marketing strategy that will identify the target
geography, demographics and key allies. When choosing a geography to sell specialty oysters,
other state industries, such as Maryland’s, have found it better to begin with the local market. To
maximize limited funds, Maryland decided against an expensive mass advertising campaign
geared to a distant market, opting instead for a less-costly focus on the local market. By
concentrating on one region, their nascent specialty oyster industry has been successful and is
growing rapidly.
To learn about the marketing practices of oyster farmers, among other aspects of their industry,
we surveyed the East Coast Shellfish Growers Association, an industry association representing
shellfish growers in nine Atlantic states. More than half (55 percent) of respondents reported
they sell predominately to their local market. A prominent Louisiana seafood distributor
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interviewed for this study further supports the local-first strategy, citing the strength of
Louisiana’s local food movement. A successful local market, he reasoned, will then create the
momentum for demand in farther, bigger and tougher markets.
Targeting demographics is also important. Marketing experts and other industry insiders
interviewed for this report noted that the raw oyster trend is driven by young adult consumers
who are interested in fresh, locally-produced food with a story. They are willing to pay a
premium to support local producers, whom they view as responsible stewards of the resource.
Frequent seafood eaters are another key group that prioritizes freshness, healthiness, flavor and
locally-sourced product, giving less consideration to cost (Big Communications 2012). Some
bars and restaurants are willing to sell oysters as a “loss leader,” offering oysters below cost to
attract particular crowds, such as the after-work happy-hour demographic, who will purchase
other items at full price.
In marketing specialty oysters, perhaps the industry’s most important allies are restaurants and
chefs. The simple act of putting branded specialty oysters on a menu at different prices
demonstrates that not all oysters are the same. This explains why, as part of the Maryland
industry’s local market campaign, they conducted widespread, targeted outreach to restaurant
owners and chefs. A 2011 market research report on Gulf seafood also identified chefs as
influential among seafood consumers (Big Communications 2012). Growers know that
convincing chefs is not always easy; many hold deeply ingrained beliefs that oysters, especially
those grown fairly close together, do not taste different. Nearly half of ECSGA survey
respondents reported that they visit regularly with chefs to provide samples and explain the
distinct qualities of their oysters.
Consumers are also key allies. Successful farmers work hard to expose their brand by shucking
at events, such as happy hours, festivals and local markets. Farmers also engage directly with
their consumers through social media like Twitter and Facebook. This helps create buzz around a
brand and builds demand from the bottom-up. To market their oysters, 43 percent of ECSGA
survey respondents say they regularly attend food events and festivals, and 33 percent say they
shuck oysters for customers at restaurants, retail stores and seafood markets.
The Louisiana Seafood Promotion & Marketing Board has the benefit of a nationally recognized
and respected seafood brand that can provide a boost to any local behind-the-scenes outreach and
promotion activities. The Board can leverage the strength of its brand and existing marketing
tools to help build consumer interest in the state’s specialty oysters, as it is already doing for all
its seafood products. For example, the Board’s website already features consumer tools for
finding local suppliers and restaurants, and has a collection of compelling stories behind the
fishermen. These tools can incorporate specialty oysters and their farmers.
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Policy Recommendations: Additional Ways the State Can Help the
Industry
This report has outlined several opportunities for the industry and state to work together to build
the competitiveness and resilience of the Louisiana oyster industry. The following section
provides overarching policy recommendations to help the industry take advantage of those
opportunities.

Recommendation 1: Provide technical assistance for alternative oyster culture
Nearly every industry leader interviewed for this study expressed an interest in alternative oyster
culture (AOC), such as remote setting and off-bottom aquaculture. Before adopting these
techniques, however, oystermen say they need a better technical understanding of how to
effectively implement and manage such operations.
The states of Maryland and Virginia have developed significant support and training networks
for oystermen, including best practices manuals, aquaculture resource guides, supplier contact
lists and business development strategies. Also provided are online tools to help oystermen find
leases and streamline the permit process (MDNR 2014; Flimlin et al. 2010; Webster, Schneider,
and Judy 2013; Congrove, Wesson, and Allen 2009). Results from the ECSGA survey show that
this support is very important, with nearly half (48 percent) of oyster farmers citing technical
training and assistance as essential to their success (see Figure 19).
Many oystermen interviewed for this study commented that the AOC methods from other states
may not work in the unique Louisiana context. Floating cages do well in New England and MidAtlantic states, where many growing areas are in calm, shallow waters, protected from wind. In
Louisiana, however, where oystermen must go out further from shore to find higher salinity
waters, the deeper, more turbulent waters destroy floating cages. One Gulf farmer noted that
while the typical depreciation of floating cages in the Atlantic is about three years, his were
ruined after four months.
The muddy water bottoms in Louisiana can also present challenges. If placed in the wrong
setting, spat-on-shell and cages can sink in mud, choking off a farmer’s investment. For AOC to
succeed in Louisiana, oystermen will need training on site selection and innovative technologies
appropriate for each site’s unique challenges.
Interviews with industry leaders and extension indicated that most Louisiana oystermen know
little about AOC. Training would require LDWF to invest substantial time and money, and
require oystermen make a significant commitment to engage. Many oystermen are in the last 10
to 20 years of their careers and, as indicated in interviews, may be more likely to quit the
business rather than learn something new. Additional challenges include disseminating
information to industry participants who are disbursed geographically across remote parts of the
Louisiana coast.
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Currently, the LSU Extension in Grand Isle, LA offers some training, but it is limited and
information on schedules is difficult to find. LDWF could add to these programs, expanding a
resource with information relevant to the Louisiana industry. Attendance could be further
increased with increased promotion and online visibility.

Recommendation 2: Establish additional marine enterprise zones
The ideal setting to offer technical trainings is a marine enterprise zone (MEZ). MEZs are areas
of coastal and near-shore property designated by the state for the incubation of innovative
aquaculture ventures. By offering free or reduced fees for acreage in areas with salinity ideal for
aquaculture, and that is already permitted for aquaculture activity, the state reduces some of the
risk for early adopters. Because they provide a central on-site location for oystermen to gather,
MEZs make an ideal place to convene trainings and conduct pilot projects for demonstration
purposes. MEZs also convene early adopters, cultivating communities of the most innovative
industry leaders who can exchange ideas and support one another. According to our survey, this
community support was the most essential to ECSGA members’ success (see Figure 19).
Figure 19. Programs essential to the success of alternative oyster culture: Survey responses
from the ECSGA

Louisiana recently passed legislation to allow the creation of MEZs. A testing ground will be
established in Grand Isle, LA and make available eight, two-acre parcels (Evans 2014). Because
growing conditions change from location to location, establishing more MEZs is an excellent
way to let oystermen experiment in areas similar to their individual lease location.
The biggest challenge to successful implementation of MEZs is securing waterfront and nearshore property. Because several industries depend on it, the limited quantity of waterfront and
near-shore property is in high demand. Therefore, before planning any MEZ, it is important to
seek input from people in the shrimping, fishing, oil and gas, and coastal tourism industries, and
garner support from these players in the beginning. In a review of existing regulations around
establishing MEZs, Maxwell et al. (2008) recommend that MEZs require permitting space based
on an aquaculture certification program administered by a certification board which would also
help cultivate best management practices at the MEZs. The newly-established MEZ in Grand
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Isle provides a model example of how to build MEZs from the bottom-up, seeking input from
local actors—producers, Port Authority, Extension—before making decisions on new MEZs.

Recommendation 3: Help the industry adopt remote setting
Cultch plants on the public grounds are expensive, unreliable, and foster long-term industry
dependence on public assistance. As demonstrated earlier in this report, seed-bedding from the
public grounds has become increasingly unreliable and inefficient. Instead of funding cultch
plants, which only encourages seed-bedding, the state could foster the development of private
sector-led remote setting operations. This would empower business owners, eventually allowing
them to take oyster production more into their own hands and reduce their reliance on the public
grounds.
An example of how to successfully implement such a program comes from the state of Virginia.
In 2005, to assist oystermen and crab fishermen struggling under record low harvests, the
Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) offered training and assistance to transition into
oyster production, using remote setting technology. Starting with a dozen interested business
owners, VIMS assisted with the cost of equipment and materials, and provided two years of
training and assistance with individual pilot projects. After the training, business owners
expanded the pilot projects to full-scale operations (Marsosudiro 2009). To date, the project has
assisted over 120 small business owners, and has about an 80 percent retention rate (Wesson
2014). As a result, production has climbed substantially from the 2002 harvest of 20,000 bushels,
and is now at its highest in over 25 years. Most growth has taken place in recent years. In 2012,
the harvest grew 60% over the previous year, to 409,000 bushels, and again by 25% in 2013 to
504,000 bushels (Dietrich 2014b).
The key to success in the VIMS program was an emphasis on fostering collaboration among
program participants and on leveraging individual participant resources. The program
implemented a three-tier structure of assistance (see Table 7). In tier one, participants with
waterfront property were provided funding to build remote setting tanks and purchase materials,
such as shells and larvae. In exchange, tier one participants agree to collaborate with tier two and
three participants. In tier two, participants without waterfront property were provided funds to
purchase materials and to rent facility time from the tier one participants with setting tanks. Tier
three participants were provided funding for materials and partnered with tier one participants
who were oyster processors in need of a reliable supply of oysters. Tier three participants used
the setting tanks free of charge, and in exchange, agreed to sell the harvest to the processors.
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Table 7. Funding structure for Virginia remote setting program

Recommendation 4: Improve permitting for alternative oyster cultivation
In 2012, Governor Bobby Jindal signed into law Act 293, authorizing LDWF to provide AOC
permits (Alexander-Bloch 2012). In 2013, the door for AOC opened in Louisiana, when LDWF
made available the first permits. However, the process to date has been overly cumbersome. One
early adopter interviewed for this study had not received approval after waiting 18 months, 10 of
which were dedicated to public review. For comparison, the average time to approve a shallowwater oil drilling permit is just over three months (GNO, Inc. 2012). This burdensome process
inhibits entrepreneurship and the Louisiana oyster industry’s ability to progress. Ease of
permitting is critically important to oystermen. Respondents from our ECSGA survey cite “ease
of lease and permits acquisition process” as the second most-essential factor to the success of
their business, behind community support. When asked the biggest challenge to their business,
62 percent of ECSGA respondents cited state regulations, compared to just 45 percent for FDA
regulations.
LDWF should make it easier to receive an AOC permit. Larger producers are interested in AOC
but are waiting to see what happens with the early adopters. When they observe that it takes 10
months just to review the permit for a relatively small-scale operation, investing in AOC
becomes much less attractive. By streamlining the application process and providing producers
with guidance, LDWF could ensure that the application process itself is not a barrier to entry.

Recommendation 5: Support development of crop insurance for oysters
Efforts to support the development of crop insurance for traditional oyster farming and AOC
may help oystermen protect their investments from the increased threat of weather-related
shocks. Crop insurance is of high importance to the success of oystermen outside Louisiana.
When asked to list their greatest needs, 63% of ECSGA survey respondents cited crop insurance
as the highest priority.
The current state of crop insurance for traditional Louisiana oyster farming is in disarray. In
response to Hurricane Katrina, in 2009 the LA Farm Bureau and the Oyster Task Force
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collaborated with the USDA Risk Management Agency (RMA) to offer a Louisiana oysterspecific crop insurance product, called the Group Risk Protection (GRP) plan for Oysters (RMA
2009; LDWF 2008; Claims Journal 2006). Developed for farmers who harvest from private
leases, the GRP plan uses a risk model partially based on future harvest projections (Langstraat
2009; Alford 2006). The roll out was extremely successful, with over 55% of oyster production
covered by the insurance product in the first year.
The program ran smoothly from 2009-2010, but after the BP oil spill, two major problems
emerged. Unable to accurately project oyster stocks for the 2010-2011 season, the GRP’s threeyear model was no longer valid, which put the program on hiatus for three years. Also, even
though the BP spill closed most harvest areas just two weeks after the 2010-2011 insurance
season started, the RMA required that oyster farmers pay the full year’s premium. Most oyster
farmers refused to pay, and still refuse, rendering them currently ineligible for the program until
payment is made.
Currently no insurance program exists for AOC in Louisiana, though national programs may
provide some level of coverage in the meantime. Oystermen on the Atlantic Coast use the RMAbacked AGR and AGR-Lite products, which offer payout based on past revenues (Parker 2008).
AGR and AGR-Lite will soon be replaced by the Whole Farm Revenue Protection (WFRP)
product, which may be offered nationwide in coming years (FCIC 2014). The state could assist
the oyster industry in adopting AOC by working to bring the WFRP plan to Louisiana, and then
promoting its availability to interested oystermen.
Three years after the BP spill, the GRP model for calculating risk is once again valid. However,
with almost 55 percent of the oyster market ineligible, due to nonpayment, it is unlikely that the
product will be financially viable for insurance companies. Reinstating ineligible farmers would
most likely require a congressional waiver, which would be difficult in the current political
climate and would require a substantial investment of industry resources. If a waiver were to be
granted, another hurdle to adoption will be changing negative industry perceptions of the GRP
plan and how it responded after the BP spill.
Since the RMA administers all federally backed insurance programs, all new insurance products
must be approved by the RMA prior to being sold. Creating an AOC-specific insurance program
would involve substantial work to provide the RMA with data to show that such an insurance
product would be actuarially sound.
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Conclusion
This study has examined the state of the Louisiana oyster fishery, an industry of unique
economic and cultural importance to the state, region and country. Decades of natural and manmade threats, culminating with Hurricane Katrina and the 2010 BP oil spill, have put this
industry at risk. Industry leaders in the harvesting and processing sectors feel the effects of the
spill are unprecedented, leading many of them to conclude that the state’s historically abundant
oyster production will never be the same. Data to verify those sentiments are still inconclusive,
but recent stock assessments of the public grounds—vital to the industry’s success—show that
the resource has not yet fully recovered. With or without data, many oystermen are so concerned
they are questioning for the first time whether traditional practices will be enough for the
industry to survive over the long term, and are now open to considering alternatives.
A reflection of industry players’ own observations and ideas, this study has identified specific
ways the industry can grow more resilient to challenges it cannot control and become more
competitive in the face of a new market reality. Interviews with industry leaders across the value
chain highlighted production challenges that, if addressed, could help improve the reliability and
profitability of the entire industry. Marketing research and survey data identified public
misconceptions of safety and quality that, if dispelled, could establish a new market identity to
compete with the dynamic evolving oyster industry of the 21st century.
The unfortunate reality remains that natural and man-made threats occur with such frequency
that the industry can no longer overcome them through the sheer volume of the resource. Many
industry players are now coming to terms with the idea that the resource is vulnerable and finite,
and that the industry cannot thrive with the same practices that used to work. It will need to take
advantage of new opportunities, the successful implementation of which will require close
collaboration between the state and the industry.
To protect Louisiana’s unique oyster cultural heritage for future generations, a combination of
tools will be needed to increase the industry’s competitiveness and resilience. Some of the
opportunities offered in this report can be initiated by the oyster industry itself, while others may
require regulatory changes. The natural and man-made threats to oysters will be a continuing
challenge, but lessons learned from other oyster-producing states and from members of the
oyster industry themselves offer considerable promise. By engaging in a constructive dialogue
about threats and opportunities, the industry, state and other stakeholders have a historical
opportunity to take steps now to help ensure a more productive and profitable future for
Louisiana oysters.
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Appendices
A. Survey questions for East Coast Shellfish Growers Association
1) Where is the location of your aquaculture farm?













Florida
Georgia
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Virginia

2) How long has your aquaculture farm been in operation?
 0-2 years
 3-5 years
 5 years or more

3) Do you aquaculture spat-on-shell?
 Yes
 No

3a) On average, how many oysters (in 100-count boxes or bushels) do you harvest/sell annually?
240-600 (2150/month)

601-960
(5180/month)

960+ (80+/month)

100-count boxes









Bushels
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3b) What is your average price (per 100 count box and/or bushel) of spat-on-shell harvested/sold?
______ 100 count boxes
______ Bushels

4) Do you aquaculture single oysters?
 Yes
 No

5) Which marketing strategies do you employ? (select all that apply)








Developed brand name/logo
Chef visits
Distributor/purveyor visits
Attending events (e.g., food festivals)
Shucking product at restaurants, retail stores, markets, etc.
Social media
None, I sell directly to a processor or wholesaler

6) On average, how many boxes of 100-count oysters do you sell annually?






5,000-10,000
10,001-15,000
15,001-20,000
more than 20,000

7) What is your average price per oyster?






30-50 cents
51-70 cents
71-100 cents
>100 cents
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8) Where are the major markets for your oysters? (select all that apply)









Local
Northeast
Mid-Atlantic (MD, VA, DE, DC)
Midwest
Pacific
South
Canada
Don't know

9) What are your thoughts on oyster demand over the next five years?
Decrease

Increase

No change

Demand for halfshell
(raw)







Demand for cooked
oysters in a restaurant







10) Which programs or resources were essential to getting your operation started? (select all that apply)







Technical training
Financial incentives / support
Accessible hatchery resources
Aquaculture community support
Good branding / marketing and promotion
Ease of lease and permits acquisition process
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11) Select the highest priority needs (in your opinion) for the industry from the list below:











Tax breaks
Low cost loans
Technical training/support
Marketing and promotion support
Crop insurance options
Nutrient credits for ecosystem services (e.g., oysters remove Nitrogen pollution in waters)
Vibrio R&D
Ocean acidification research
Labor-saving R&D
Export assistance

12) Select all of the challenges that have the most significant impact on your business:













Market demand for the product
Local competition
Competition with out-of-state oysters and/or imports
Business expenses
State regulations
FDA regulations
Environmental regulations (e.g., eelgrass, whale, turtle)
Environmental hazards (pollution, storm damage, red tide)
Marketing and promotion
Oyster predators or disease
Health and safety (e.g., Vibrio)
Theft

B. Survey questions for Louisiana Restaurant Association
1) What is your restaurant type?





Upscale fine dining
Casual fine dining
Casual dining
Bar
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2) Please describe your restaurant's cuisine (select all that apply)











Asian
Creole
French
German
Indian
Italian
Mediterranean
Mexican
Seafood
Southern

3) Describe your typical clientele (select all that apply)










Family
Tourist
Local
Ages 20-35
Ages 36-50
Ages 51+
Lower income
Middle income
High income

4a) Do you have oysters on the menu?
 Yes
 No

4b) Please select which types of oysters your restaurant sells:
Yes

No

Cooked Oysters (broiled, fried,
stewed, etc.)





Raw Oysters from Louisiana





Raw Oysters from other states on
the Gulf of Mexico





Raw Oysters from regions outside
the Gulf of Mexico
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5) Who are your primary oyster suppliers? (select all that apply)








Motivatit
Eddie's
Misho's
Ameripure
P&J
Collins
Other ____________________

6) How many shucked oysters do you purchase a week?





0-2 gallons
3-5 gallons
6-10 gallons
11 gallons or more

7) How many halfshell (raw) oysters do you purchase a week?






None
1-5, 100-count boxes (40-50 lb cases)
6-10, 100-count boxes (40-50 lb cases)
11-20, 100-count boxes (40-50 lb cases)
More than 20, 100-count boxes (40-50 lb cases)

8) What are your thoughts on local oyster demand over the next five years?
Decrease

Increase

Not change

Demand for halfshell
(raw)







Demand for cooked
oysters







Prices for halfshell (raw)







Prices for cooked oysters
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9) Would your restaurant consider offering high quality specialty oysters from specific Louisiana
appellations (bays) such as Caminada Bay, Champagne Bay, or Independence Island? These oysters
would be similar in quality to other "boutique" oysters such as Beau Soleils, Kumamotos, or Blue Points.






Yes, at a 25% premium
Yes, at a 50% premium
Yes, at a 75% premium
Yes, at a 100% premium or more
No

10) How significant would you find the following challenges to selling specialty Louisiana appellation
oysters?
______ Ensuring consistent supply of quality product
______ Limited customer demand
______ Customers not willing to pay premium for Louisiana oysters, no matter how high the quality
______ Lack of marketing and promotion for product
______ Customer concerns over health and safety (vibrio in warmer Gulf waters)
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